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Executive Summary  
 

This deliverable specifies the experimental media productions that will be carried out from 

M33 of the MULTIDRONE project. These productions will cover three different sport 

events: (1) a rowing regatta, (2) a bicycle race and (3) a parkour run. One of the productions 

will be organised around a real sport event: The long-distance rowing regatta "Around 

Wannsee" in Berlin/Germany. The other productions will be carried out in mock-up scenarios 

in a controlled environment - an UAV training premises in the North of Germany. After a 

short introduction (Section 1), this deliverable describes the scenarios as well as the shooting 

missions that will be performed (Section 2). In a second part (Section 3), this deliverable 

specifies the metrics for validation of the MULTIDRONE platform and its performance. This 

refers to metrics for testing and validating individual technical components as well as to 

qualitative testing and validating the MULTIDRONE platform and its various functionalities. 

Additionally, this deliverable describes the metrics for testing and validating the platform's 

general usability and provides a draft structure of a respective user questionnaire. In a third 

part (Section 4), we describe how the production teams were trained throughout the project 

and which procedures were implemented in order to safely execute the experimental media 

productions. 

 

This deliverable also stresses the "safety first" principle that requires that the execution of any 

shooting mission will not cause any risks for humans or other legal assets. 
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1 Introduction 

The underlying goal of the MULTIDRONE project is to develop an innovative and 

intelligent, multi-drone platform for media production to cover outdoor events, which are 

typically held over wide areas. Consequently, the DoA requests that the quality and 

performance of the MULTIDRONE system should be assessed and validated in experimental 

media productions. These media productions will focus on three sports activities: (1) a 

rowing regatta, (2) a bicycle race and (3) a parkour run.  

 

At the beginning of the project (M6), DW and RAI as the media partners in the consortium, 

defined a number of user requirements that are relevant for AV shooting with drones [D2.1]. 

These user requirements were discussed within the consortium and were prioritised on the 

basis of relevance level, technical feasibility as well as project resources. Based on these 

priorities, the consortium has developed the MULTIDRONE system and implemented 

functionalities and modules that are necessary and useful in the context of media productions 

with multiple drones. The integrated MULTIDRONE system will be delivered in M30 of the 

project and will be validated during the following months. This deliverable will describe the 

specifics of the intended media productions as well as the parameters and metrics for the 

validation process.  

 

2 Experimental media production specifications 

This section delivers an overview of the experimental media productions that will serve as the 

backdrop for assessing the performance level, the stability, the operational safety and the 

usability of the integrated MULTIDRONE system.  

 

2.1 The three production scenarios 

Originally, the DoA defined three specific sport events where the MULTIDRONE system 

was supposed to be tested and validated: (1) the annual Cambridge/Oxford rowing regatta on 

the river Thames, (2) the annual cycling race Giro d'Italia in Italy and (3) a professional 

football match in Berlin, Germany. As the initial partner BBC that was responsible for 

covering the Cambridge/Oxford regatta left the consortium early into the project, this event 

has been replaced by the annual long-distance rowing regatta "Around Wannsee" in Berlin. 

Additionally, we were forced to change the football scenario. AV shooting with drones in a 

football stadium would have faced hardly manageable risks and challenges regarding safety, 

necessary approval by the aviation authorities, the city of Berlin and the football club as well 

as licensing issues. Therefore, it was decided to replace the football scenario by an alternative 

activity. These changes were approved by the PO as well as by the Reviewers during the M18 

Review. Based on this decision, the football scenario was replaced by the parkour scenario. 

 

2.2 Real event and mock-up productions 

The consortium's focus is to test the MULTIDRONE system in the context of a real event. 

Additionally, the DoA foresees the option of media productions in a mock-up environment in 

case such experimental shootings of the real events are not possible for legal or regulatory 
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issues. 

 

Since the beginning of the project, the consortium and mainly its media partners DW and 

RAI have experienced a number of regulatory, security and quite simply de-facto challenges 

that led to a mixed approach of real-event-production and mock-up-production. 

 

First of all, the Giro d'Italia took place from May 11
th

 until June 2
nd

, 2019 when the 

MULTIDRONE system - in accordance with the DoA - was not yet operational. Also, to test 

the MULTIDRONE system in an alternative cycling race - such as La Vuelta in Spain 

(August/September 2019) - would most likely have caused unsolvable organisational 

conflicts with the TV coverage by Spanish broadcasters. Based on these considerations, we 

have decided to film the cycling race in a mock-up environment only. 

 

Regarding the rowing regatta, the DW team used the 2018 edition of the long-distance regatta 

"Around Wannsee" as a trial run for the 2019 event. Although this production was done by 

using already established and particularly small commercial drones (DJI Mavic Pro), the 

team had to conduct multiple and thorough discussions with the aviation authorities, the local 

city authorities, the organising rowing club and the athletes in order to obtain all necessary 

permits. The production also required heavy pilot training in order to be prepared for 

operating drones over open water and to be able to deal with changing weather conditions 

(especially changing wind directions). Despite these challenges, we regard the 2018 trial as a 

success and are confident that we will be able to test the integrated MULTIDRONE system 

during the official 2019 regatta as long as weather conditions allow and aviation authorities 

give their final approval. 

 

Regarding parkour, no particular European event or championship was sticking out during 

the second half of 2019. In fact, parkour was chosen by the consortium exactly because of its 

character as an upcoming urban sport activity that can easily be exercised outside of official 

competitions. Given the specific challenges of filming two runners in a complex terrain at 

high speed, it was evident to the consortium that the experimental media production should 

take place in a stable and controlled environment. 

 

Furthermore, it became clear that a presence at three real sport events would tie up resources, 

create risks and cause efforts and costs that would not be reflected by the benefits: 

 

 The drones and all other equipment (e.g. the ground station) would have to be shipped 

to three different locations in up to three different countries. 

 The consortium would have to initiate the application process for obtaining the 

required permits from multiple aviation authorities, local authorities, event organisers, 

compound owners, athletes and other third parties. 

 Drone pilots from DW, RAI and other partners would have to comply with different 

national drone legislation depending on the country where the event takes place. The 

processes for acquiring a UAV pilot license are far from being harmonised in Europe 

yet and the legal requirements for pilots in Italy and Germany for instance, vary 

considerably. 

 Focussing on specific events would make the experimental media production rather 

inflexible as unforeseen circumstances (such as heavy rain or winds) could jeopardise 

the whole production (a risk that could still materialise with regard to the "Around 

Wannsee" rowing regatta). 
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Considering these disadvantages, the consortium decided to focus on one real sport event 

only and to find a nearby official UAV testing area that could be used as a mock-up 

environment for the other sport activities. 

 

The general concept of a combination of a real event scenario and mock-up environments 

was presented and substantiated during the M18 Review. The Reviewers and the PO 

recognised and agreed with the consortium's position: 

 

We agree that the setup of mock up events will prove very useful for the whole project and 

will give the consortium the chance to test both hardware and software in a stable 

environment. It is however recommended (as written in the DoW) that the whole setup (even 

in a much smaller scale than originally planned) should be demonstrated in a real event, 

which will increase significantly the impact and will be very useful for the exploitation (quote 

from the M18 Review Report). 

 

Based on this recommendation, the consortium chose the rowing regatta "Around Wannsee" 

as the real event and identified an UAV testing area in Germany for all further experimental 

media productions. 

 

2.3 Real event: Boat race ("Around Wannsee") 

2.3.1 The regatta and its location 

Every year, around October 3
rd (German Unification Day), the Berlin Rowing Club organises 

the international rowing regatta “Rund um Wannsee (Around Wannsee)" that some call the 

hardest rowing regatta in the world. This race is not only exceptional for its 15 km distance 

and its very challenging course across open water but also for the unusual mass start: Rowing 

Eights of all age classes start at the same time and their performance is assessed by allocating 

time credits depending on the average age of the respective team. The regatta takes the teams 

around the Wannsee peninsula and through waters that partly belonged to West-Berlin and 

partly to East-Germany. 
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Figure 1: Map of Wannsee peninsula 

 

The 2019 Around Wannsee Regatta will take place on Sunday, September 29
th

, 2019. Based 

on the experiences from the 2018 regatta, the DW team has identified a location along the 

regatta course that is particularly suitable for launching the drones as well as for filming one 

of the most interesting sections of the whole competition: The so-called "Bathing spot Alter 

Hof": 

 

 
Figure 2: Bathing spot "Alter Hof" (map) 

This location has been chosen as it provides direct access to the water and very good 

visibility. It has only a few trees, is easily accessible with a (smaller) production car and 

offers a clear view on one of the most decisive sections of the race.  

 

 
Figure 3: Bathing spot "Alter Hof" (photo) 

The location also hosts a Water Rescue Centre in case that First Aid is needed. 
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Figure 4: Water Rescue Centre "Alter Hof" 

2.3.2 Production specifications 

According to the DoA, the production specifications are supposed to detail a multiple drone 

media production workflow that maximizes production creativity and productivity, while 

keeping production costs at a minimum. This includes the description of resources needed, of 

appropriate pre-production measures as well as of the process of the AV shooting itself. In 

case of mock-up experimental productions, their deviations from the real productions are 

supposed to be assessed and minimised as well. 

 

The productions specifications will be developed when we get closer to the experimental 

media production in September 2019. Only then, we will know the specifics that will 

determine the production plan, such as the participating athletes and the specific race tracks. 

Also, we need to observe the MULTIDRONE platform's general performance, the position of 

the aviation authorities and the weather conditions, to name just a few. It would have been far 

too early to develop these specifications at the time when this deliverable had to be submitted 

(June 2019). However, in order to deliver an idea of how the shooting of the real event 

"Around Wannsee" will be organised, Appendix 7.1 shows the production plan that was 

developed and used for the regatta in 2018. The production plan for the 2019 event will 

follow its structure with a particular focus on the autonomous exemplary shooting missions 

as described in Section 3.2.1 of this Deliverable. 

 

2.4 Mock-up productions 

The mock-up experimental media productions will take place at one single location in the 

North of Germany. The consortium has chosen the UAV testing area at Hof Siek in 

Schleswig-Holstein as it allows for filming cyclists, parkour runners and rowers. It was 

important to find a location where we could stage a rowing regatta as well. Firstly, in order to 

be able to train for the real race, but secondly, as a contingency plan in case the 

MULTIDRONE system faced any problems at the Wannsee regatta (e.g. bad weather 

conditions). 
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Figure 5: Hof Siek 

 

The location at Hof Siek brings together a number of decisive advantages: 

 

 It is a recognised UAV flight and testing area. UAV flights are generally approved by 

the authorities and no special pilot licenses are required (particularly important for 

those pilots that will join from outside Germany). 

 The necessary infrastructure (electricity, storage and office space etc.) is available. 

 The area is situated in the countryside with open spaces, good visibility and the 

topography to carry out a cycling race and a parkour run. 

 The area includes a lake that is suitable for rowing. 

 The location is easily accessible by plane (Hamburg, Lübeck), by train or by car. 

 

 
Figure 6: Hof Siek UAV flight & testing area (overview) 
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Figure 7: Hof Siek cycling track 

 

 
Figure 8: Hof Siek lake 

2.4.1 Cycling race 

We will assign about three cyclists to perform a number of actions that are representative for 

a real cycling race. These actions will include Start and Finish, Cycling in a line, Overtaking 

and Escape and a Sprint duel. The exemplary bicycle shooting missions that will be executed 

for validating the MULTIDRONE platform are described in Section 3.2.1.2. The complete 

production scenario for the cycling scenario can be found in the DoA. 

2.4.2 Rowing regatta 

We will assign at least two rowing boats to perform a number of actions that are 

representative for a real regatta. These actions will include Start and Finish, a direct Duel and 

Overtaking. The exemplary rowing regatta shooting missions that will be executed for 

validating the MULTIDRONE platform are described in Section 3.2.1.1. The complete 

production scenario for the rowing scenario can be found in the DoA. 

2.4.3 Parkour 

During the M18 Review, the reviewers approved the consortium's plan to replace the football 

scenario by a scenario more appropriate to demonstrate all the features listed in the 
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description of the football scenario. The consortium chose parkour as a new production 

scenario. 

 

Parkour (also known as "Freerunning") is a training discipline where athletes aim to get from 

one point to another in a complex (often urban) environment, without any assistive 

equipment. The movements include running, climbing, swinging, vaulting, jumping, rolling, 

crawling, to name just a few. The ultimate goal is to reach the finishing line in the fastest and 

most efficient way possible. The sport can be practiced alone or together with others. The 

following two images show sequences of movements that are typical for parkour: 

 

 
Figure 9: Typical parkour movements 

The full production scenario for parkour can be found as Appendix 7.2 to this deliverable. 

 

As D2.1, that described the user requirements, still referred to the football scenario, the 

consortium needed to update these requirements. The user requirements for the parkour 

scenario can be found in Appendix 7.3. As the user requirements hardly deviated from the 

requirements for the football scenario, we did not need to adapt related system specifications. 

 

In the mock-up scenario, we will assign up to eight parkour runners to perform a number of 

actions that are representative for real parkour. These will include a number of the different 

competition formats that are recognised by the [International Parkour Federation], such as 

"Best trick", "Style", "Duelling Speed" or "Relay". 

 

The exemplary parkour shooting missions that will be executed for validating the 

MULTIDRONE platform are described in Section 3.2.1.3. 

 

 

3 Media production validation metrics 

The DoA differentiates between the testing and validation of individual technical modules 

and the qualitative testing and validation of the MULTIDRONE platform as such. The 

technical modules and components will be tested by the partners that were responsible for the 

respective developments whilst the performance of the MULTIDRONE platform will be 

tested in experimental media productions. 

 

The main reference for all tests and validation activities is the description of user 

requirements and specifications in [D2.1] (Media production requirements) and [D2.2] 

(Modular multi-actor system architecture, communication and functionality specification and 
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design). [D2.1] introduced a framework where requirements were broken down into 

 

 Scenario specific requirements, 

 General media production requirements, 

 Shooting requirements, 

 System platform requirements, 

 Communication requirements, 

 Ground infrastructure requirements and 

 Production logistics requirements. 

 

Each requirement was given a requirement code number (Req ID), a name, a short 

description and a priority level (from 1 to 3), followed by some specific comments if needed: 

 

Req Id Name Description Priority 

(1=highest, 

3=lowest) 

Comment 

PR5 Manual 

control 

At each moment in time during a 

shooting mission it shall be 

possible for the pilot to take full 

manual control of her drone in the 

drone team 

1 The pilot 

intervention 

will override 

all commands 

sent from the 

ground station. 

PAS1 Obstacle 

detection 

Drones shall be able to detect 

crowd, obstacles.  

1  

PAS2 Obstacle 

avoidance 

Drones shall avoid collisions by 

detecting and avoiding obstacles. 

1  

Figure 10: Excerpts from requirements list (D2.1) 

[D2.2] referred to this requirements matrix and translated user requirements into a number of 

system specifications: 

 

Req Id Name Modules involved Compliance and feasibility 

 PR5 Manual 

control 

Dedicated RF link for 

piloted flight 

For each drone there will be a dedicated 

RF link enabling preemptive full manual 

control. 

PAS1 Obstacle 

detection 

LIDAR, Action 

Executer, Visual 

Semantic Annotator 

The main sensor for obstacle detection is 

the LIDAR. The Visual Semantic 

Annotator detects and annotates crowds 

in the semantic map, which can be used 

for avoidance. 

PAS2 Obstacle 

avoidance 

Action Executer The submodule Emergency Manoeuvres 

Executer takes control of the drone in 

case that the actual trajectory collides 

with a detected obstacle. 
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Figure 11: Excerpts from specifications list (D2.2) 

Based on these descriptions, individual components and modules were developed. The large 

majority of these components and modules will be individually tested and validated by the 

respective responsible partner only (Section 3.1). The qualitative MULTIDRONE platform 

testing and validation (Section 3.2) will take place during the experimental media production. 

Here, the focus will lie on the execution and assessment of exemplary shooting missions 

(Section 3.2.1). Additionally, a selected number of specific functionalities that are of 

particular relevance for media production will be tested and validated during the experimental 

media production as well (Section 3.2.2). And finally, the platforms usability will be 

validated by the use of questionnaires for pilots and other involved personnel (Section 3.2.3). 

 

3.1 Technical component testing and validation 

The technical MULTIDRONE component testing/validation will be performed by the 

partners that were responsible for the respective developments and will be more or less a 

continuation of the work done in WP3, WP4 and WP5. For this purpose, selected reduced 

system deployment at partners’ facilities will be used, if needed, to test various 

MULTIDRONE modules. As the focus of this deliverable lies on the description of the 

experimental media production and the qualitative MULTIDRONE platform testing and 

validation, we have moved the Technical component testing and validation plan to Appendix 

0. This also reflects that results of the technical component testing and validation will be 

mostly reported in the concluding deliverables of the respective work packages rather than in 

D6.2 (Proof-of-concept testing and validation results). 

 

3.2 Qualitative MULTIDRONE platform testing and validation 

Qualitative testing and validation of the MULTIDRONE platform as such will take place 

during experimental media productions as described in Section 2. We have decided to break 

down the testing and validation into three elements: 

 

 the execution of exemplary shooting missions as described in [D2.2]; 

 the testing and validation of a number of functionalities that are of specific relevance 

for media production and 

 the validation of the system's usability by introducing questionnaires for media 

production crew members 

 

3.2.1 Execution of exemplary shooting missions 

In [D2.2], we have developed a number of exemplary shooting missions for the three 

scenarios that will serve as a benchmark for validating the performance of the 

MULTIDRONE platform in media productions. Each of these shooting missions will ideally 

be executed three times if possible. The validation matrix will be rather clear, stating whether 

the shooting mission was executed successfully or not and enabling comments on relevant 

occurrences or deviations: 

 

Exemplary shooting mission Completed 

successfully? 

Comments 
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Boat race situation 1 yes/no special occurrences / deviations 

Cycling race situation yes/no special occurrences / deviations 

   

   

 

3.2.1.1 Exemplary shooting mission for the boat race 

In [D2.2], we identified and described two different shooting missions for the boat race: 

 

Situation 1 

 

 Two drones are involved; 

 One drone takes a lateral shot (Medium Shot) from the boats flying parallel to the race 

line. The other takes a frontal shot flying in front of the boats at 20 meters (Very Long 

Shot); 

 When the boats approach the finish line (around 200 m to end), one of the drones flies 

to the finish line and takes a Long Shot in 90° angle to the boats when they cross the 

finish line (photo finish). The other drone flies behind the boats and takes a Long Shot 

over-the-shoulder of the boats heading towards the finish line. 

 

Situation 2 

 

 Three drones are involved; 

 One drone is permanently flying parallel to the boats taking a Medium Shot; 

 When the boats reach Milestone 1, the other drones fly at same altitude, one in front 

of the boats and the other behind. Then, they both take two opposite orbit shots with 

the boats in the middle point, exchanging their positions without crossing the boats’ 

trajectory. Before colliding, the drones avoid each other moving in different directions 

without losing focus on the boats; 

 When the boats reach Milestone 2, the previous process is repeated, with two opposite 

orbit shots simultaneously. 

 

3.2.1.2 Exemplary shooting mission for the cycling race 

Regarding the cycling race, we identified and described one shooting mission: 

 

 Three drones are involved; 

 Two drones are following the head group of cyclists with a lateral shot, one of them 

takes a Medium Shot, whereas the third drone focuses on the race leader with a Close-

up view; 

 The race passes by an interesting landmark which had been previously annotated as a 

Point of Interest (POI) by the editorial crew. At that moment, the third drone is sent to 

take an orbit shot (Long Shot) of the landmark; 

 As the third drone is coming back to the base station from its orbit shot, a cyclist 

breaks away from the main group, and this drone is sent there to follow that cyclist 

with a front view (Medium Shot). 

 

3.2.1.3 Exemplary shooting mission for the parkour run 
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Regarding the parkour run, we identified the following two shooting missions that reflect on 

the shooting missions that were previously developed for the football scenario: 

 

Situation 1 

 

 Three drones are involved. 

 One drone is hovering above the parkour area to take a Long Shot of the run tracking 

the field of runners. After a few minutes the drone runs out of battery and is replaced 

by another drone taking the same shot until the end of the run.  

 When the Director triggers the corresponding event, a third drone takes off and takes 

a Close-up of a selected runner, tracking him for a minute, and then it lands.  

 

Situation 2 

 

 Two drones are involved. 

 A difficult obstacle needs to be tackled by the runners, and at that moment, the two 

drones are hovering ready to perform the shooting. The first drone moves beyond the 

obstacle, filming the runners who approach and tackle the obstacle. The other drone 

takes a pedestal shot with a Medium Shot view of one of the runners.   

 After completion, both drones land. 

 

3.2.2 Qualitative validation of selected system functionalities 

As pointed out earlier, most of the MULTIDRONE components and modules will be tested 

and validated individually by the respective responsible consortium partner (technical 

evaluation). However, a number of MULTIDRONE functionalities are not only very relevant 

for media production but also very suitable for testing and validation in the framework of a 

media production. The consortium has selected the following functionalities to be 

additionally tested during the experimental media production. The validation matrix will 

again be rather clear, assessing its performance of the respective functionality on a scale of 1 

to 3 and allowing comments on relevant occurrences or deviations: 

 

 

Req Id Name Description Validation 

results 

(1: good, 

2: sufficient, 

3: insufficient) 

 

Comments 

PP7 Definition 

of shooting 

mission  

It shall be 

possible to 

define a 

sequence of 

shooting actions 

and mission 

configurations 

(action plan) to 
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be executed by 

the drones 

during a 

shooting mission 

PR2 Target 

following 

The drone team 

shall be able to 

autonomously 

implement 

strategies to 

follow and film 

targets 

specified 

during planning 

exploiting 

visual input. 

  

PR5 Manual 

control 

At each moment 

in time during a 

shooting mission 

it shall be 

possible for the 

pilot to take full 

manual control 

of her drone in 

the drone team 

  

GR2 Defined 

flight 

patterns 

Drones must be 

able to fly 

along patterns 

as defined by 

the director 

  

CMT17 Orbit The A/V camera 

of each drone of 

the drone team 

shall be able to 

shoot a scene 

with the gimbal 

slowly rotating, 

so that the 

camera always 

focuses on the 

non-moving or 

linearly moving 

visual target. 

The camera shall 

also be able to 

move drawing 

(semi-) circles 
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around the 

visual target, 

while 

simultaneously 

following the 

latter's straight-

line trajectory (if 

any) 

 

DP1 Emergency 

handling 

Drones shall be 

able to 

autonomously 

trigger 

predefined 

procedures as a 

response to 

predictable 

system/sensor  

failures/ 

emergencies 

(e.g., battery/ 

sensor failure). 

  

DP4 Stable 

drone 

flight 

Flight must be 

stable in order 

to achieve 

stable images. 

  

DB4 Online 

shooting 

mission 

control 

The controlling 

dashboard shall 

present the 

necessary 

interfaces and 

functionalities to 

control the 

shooting mission 

configuration 

during the 

shooting mission 

  

 

3.2.3 System usability validation 

Finally, we will also validate the usability of the MULTIDRONE platform. According to ISO 

9241-11 (the standard covering the ergonomics of human-computer interaction), 

 

usability is understood as the extent to which a product can be used by specified users 

to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified 

context of use. 
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Given the character of the MULTIDRONE project and the limited number of production 

crew members that will be involved, this usability testing will not be quantitative but 

qualitative only. However, qualitative usability testing with a small number of users should 

nevertheless deliver sufficiently valid results. Research even indicates that small usability 

studies are more beneficial than conducting large studies. [Nielsen 2000] has shown that 

testing with five participants leads to the optimal return of 85% of the findings from a 

particular test to be uncovered. Additional participants would mostly just uncover the same 

issues and bring little new insights. 

 

 
 

Figure 12: Jakob Nielsen, Why you only need to test with 5 users 

(http://www.nngroup.com/articles/why-you-only-need-to-test-with-5-users/). 

 

3.2.3.1 General principles of usability testing 

Usability testing is described as an activity that focuses on observing users working with a 

product, performing tasks that are real and meaningful to them [Barnum, Usability testing 

essentials, p. 13]. More precisely, usability testing needs to measure the level of effectiveness, 

efficiency, and satisfaction that is experienced by users when they use the MULTIDRONE 

system in order to achieve specified goals. Again, the ISO 9241-11 provides definitions for 

these three criteria: 

 Effectiveness: depends on to which extent the user is able to fulfil the task and to 

achieve her/his goals. 

 Efficiency: depends on how the effort the user needs to invest relates to the accuracy 

and completeness of the results. 

 Satisfaction: depends on how satisfied the user is by working with the system. 

 

The toolbox for usability testing contains a number of different methodologies such as 

informal evaluation, heuristic evaluation, card sorting and cognitive walkthrough (for details 

see [Barnum, Usability testing essentials, p. 56]). Additionally, methodologies are 

differentiated according to the testing environment (usability lab or real-world working 

environment) or the moderating technique (concurrent or retrospective; think aloud or 

probing). The literature about usability testing suggests a growing relevance of heuristic 

evaluation, where usability experts evaluate an interface according to a number of heuristics 

(such as visibility of system status, user control and freedom or error prevention, see [Nielsen 

1994]. 

 

Usability testing in the MULTIDRONE project will focus on those production crew members 

http://www.nngroup.com/articles/why-you-only-need-to-test-with-5-users/
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(drone pilots et al.) who are effectively involved in the experimental media production. They 

will be handed out a standard questionnaire that will ask questions about how effective, how 

efficient and how satisfactory it was to use the MULTIDRONE platform. 

 

3.2.3.2 Effectiveness testing 

As described before, ISO 9241-11 describes usability as the extent to which a product can be 

used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and 

satisfaction in a specified context of use. Effectiveness in this context is defined as the extent 

to which the user is able to fulfil a task and to achieve his or her goals. The more completely 

and accurately the system works the more effective it is. We have decided to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the MULTIDRONE platform according to the following metrics: 

 

 Number of shooting missions performed; 

 Number of shooting missions completed successfully on first attempt; 

 Number of additional tasks performed; 

 Number of tasks completed successfully on first attempt; 

 Number of errors made performing specific shooting missions; 

 Number of errors made performing specific tasks; 

 Number of requests for assistance accomplishing shooting missions or tasks; 

 Quality of output; 

 

3.2.3.3 Efficiency testing 

Efficiency depends on how the effort the user needs to invest relates to the accuracy and 

completeness of the results. It is important to understand that efficiency will be judged from a 

user’s point of view. An autonomously flying drone from the MULTIDRONE project might 

be very efficient compared to other autonomously flying UAVs. However, from a camera 

person's perspective it might be more efficient to operate a camera drone manually instead of 

using the autonomous MULTIDRONE system. We have decided to evaluate the efficiency of 

the MULTIDRONE platform according to the following metrics: 

 

 Time spent to understand the platform and learn about its functionalities; 

 Time spent to perform a particular shooting mission or a particular task; 

 Time spent to perform a shooting mission or a task compared to the current 

method of handling the shooting mission or the task; 

 Time spent to perform a shooting mission or a task compared to the use of 

alternative tools; 

 Time spent on correcting errors; 

 Time spent relearning certain functionalities. 

 

3.2.3.4 Satisfaction testing 

Satisfaction depends on how satisfied the user is by working with the system. We will test 

whether users are pleased with the design of and their interaction with the MULTIDRONE 

platform and especially the interface (the "dashboard"). We have decided to evaluate the 

satisfaction that a production crew member experiences when using the MULTIDRONE 

platform according to the following metrics: 

 

 Number of users that rate the platform as “more satisfying” than their current 
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method of handling the shooting mission or the task; 

 Number of users that rate the platform as “more satisfying” than an alternative 

tool; 

 Number of users who feel “in control” of the platform; 

 User rating on a three-point scale anchored with “makes me more/less 

productive”; 

 Number of users who would recommend the platform to a friend or colleague; 

 Number of users that rate the platform as “easier to use” than a potential key 

competitor. 

 

A first structure of the user questionnaires covering these metrics can be found in Appendix 

7.5Introduction. The questionnaire will be adapted during the further course of the project 

depending on the general performance of the MULTIDRONE platform and the specific 

conditions of the various experimental media productions. 

 

4 Production crew and training specifications and 

procedures  

4.1 Phase 1: Basic instructions and training 

From M4 of the project, DW and RAI started to train pilots in using drones in media 

production. As the MULTIDRONE drones and platform had not been developed by then, we 

used off-the-shelf commercial drones, namely the DJI Mavic Pro and Mavic Air as well as 

the DJI Inspire 2. The training focus at the beginning lied in simply getting acquainted with 

the drones, the remote controls and the different flight modes. These trainings took place in 

dedicated testing areas where drone operations are generally permitted and safe. This basic 

training was supplemented by theoretical sessions regarding the general construction of 

drones, aeronautic principles and the necessary knowledge about aviation rules as well as 

about meteorology. This first instruction phase was completed by an official examination and 

the acquisition of formal UAV Pilot Licenses. 

 

 
Figure 13: German UAV license 
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4.2 Phase 2: The first media productions 

The second training phase consisted of a number of real media productions that were 

executed with drones (still off-the-shelf commercial drones). Among these were a DW 

feature about the International Garden Exhibition (IGA) in Berlin, 

 

 
Figure 14: Still shot of drone footage from IGA Berlin 

 

a DW feature about climbing in Meteora/Greece 

 

 
Figure 15: Still shot of DW drone feature (Climbing in Meteora) 

as well as several editions of the DW format "Daily Drone". Using drones in a "real" 

production environment was vital in order to assess how pilots can deal with unforeseeable 

challenges, time pressure and stress. It also helped us to finetune processes and protocols for 

safe drone operations which included the development of a Drone Manual for 

Broadcasters, excerpts of which can be found in Appendix 7.6. And finally, it contributed to 

the development of general ideas regarding a particular drone cinematography. 

 

Based on these experiences, we tackled the next level of media production with drones by 

producing a feature about the rowing regatta "Around Wannsee 2018". 
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Figure 16: Still shot from the feature "Around Wannsee 2018" 

Knowing that "Around Wannsee" was the most likely choice for an experimental media 

production with the MULTIDRONE platform during the last months of the project, it was 

important to use the 2018 event as a kind of "dress rehearsal". This allowed us to exercise all 

organisational and operational steps that would also be necessary for the production in 2019, 

including 

 

 Liaison and agreement with the Berlin Rowing Club; 

 Analysis of the regatta track and the most suitable spots for media production with 

drones; 

 Applying for all necessary permissions by the authorities and other involved parties; 

 The pilots getting acquainted with the area, the possible weather conditions, eventual 

obstacles and especially with the challenge of flying over open water. 

 

The production was very successful; the short film is available on the MULTIDRONE 

website (https://multidrone.eu/videos/). 

4.3 Phase 3: Training with the MULTIDRONE drones 

In M30 of the project, we started to train the pilots with the MULTIDRONE drones 

themselves. When this deliverable was submitted, we had already carried out one extensive 

training session with DW pilots at the AIR premises in Nancy at the beginning of June. The 

focus of this first session lied on flying the drones manually in order to get acquainted with 

the system but also in order to be well prepared in case of any problems with the autonomous 

system. In such an emergency situation, pilots need to be able to still control the UAV and to 

land or at least to crash it safely. Further training sessions will follow in July and August and 

will also include training with the fully integrated (autonomous) MULTIDRONE platform. 

Also, the time plan for the experimental media production in September 2019 is very 

generous (more than two weeks), giving pilots plenty opportunity to improve their skills. 
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5 Conclusions 

The short conclusion at this point is, that validating the MULTIDRONE platform in an 

experimental media production will be highly challenging. UAVs with a payload of about 13 

kg each need to perform complicated autonomous manoeuvres in close vicinity of humans. 

Even the fact that we have decided to organise a 10 days validation period in a controlled 

environment (mock-up-scenarios) will not considerably minimise the challenge. However, 

we believe that we have set up a sound mix of production experiments as well as additional 

component and usability testing activities that appear manageable. These activities will allow 

for a comprehensive evaluation not only of the integrated MULTIDRONE platform itself but 

of the project's various achievements in general. 

 

Another important aspect is that the descriptions of production specifications and validation 

metrics are based on the current status of the project and the MULTIDRONE platform in 

June 2019. They might have to be adapted based on the performance of the MULTIDRONE 

platform in the meantime as well as on other unforeseeable developments. This might refer to 

administrative or regulatory requirements that could alter, unforeseen organisational matters 

around the sport events themselves, unpredictable weather conditions, technical problems 

regarding the MULTIDRONE system and many more. Media productions in general ask for 

diligent planning and a high level of flexibility at the same time - things often turn out very 

differently. 

 

Ultimately, we cannot stress enough that the safety of participating staff and athletes as 

well as of third parties is our highest priority. If the upcoming tests and training 

sessions hint at any unacceptable risks for humans and/or equipment, the production 

plans and validation metrics will be adapted in order to avoid these risks. 
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7 Appendices  

7.1 Appendix 7.1: Production plan "Around Wannsee 2018" 

 
 
 

“Around Wannsee” 
 

Title: Rund um Wannsee 

Author: Axel Primavesi 

Length: ca. 03:40 

Date: 26.09.2018 

 

1. Numbers, Dates, Facts: 

LOGISTICS 

- Mobile Camera-Team 1 (MC-1, Team of 2 shooting BRC-boat before the regatta (including 

Interviews, Start, Finish, atmosphere after the race); BRC= Berlin Rowing Club 

- Mobile Camera-Team 2 (MC-2, Team of 2, shooting at Bridge Glienicke) 

- Drone-Team 1 (D-1, operating from Bathing spot „Alter Hof) 

- Drone-Team 2 (D-2, operating at Bridge Glienicke)  

 

TIME PLAN 

 

Saturday, 29.09.2018 

11:00h ALL Inspection of the shooting areas 

If possible, first shots of the BRC building and premises  

    

 

Sunday, 30.09.2018 

07:30 MC-1 Interview with Karl Schulze 

07:30 MC-2 Set up position at Bridge Glienicke 

07:30 D-1 Set up position at "Alter Hof" 

07:30 D-2 Set up position at Bridge Glienicke 

07:45 MC-1 Installation of three GoPro cameras at the BRC boat (one 

pointing at Karl Schulze) 

Shooting of final preparations around the BRC boat (including 

the launch of the boat into the water) 

08:30h 

(ca.) 

MC-1 Departure by raft to the starting line 

09:00h MC-1 Shooting the launch of the regatta from the raft 

09:15h MC-1 Return to BRC premises (Finish line) 

Tba MC-1 Shooting of the finish 

Tba MC-1 Interview with Karl Schulze after the race 
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FACTS 

 

Length of the race track 15 km 

Participation 23 Eights 

Team of BRC boat (race no. 1) Anton Braun (Olympic Games participant 2012 and 

2016), Karl Schulze (Olympic Gold Medal 2012 und 

2016), Rene Schmela (U23 WC participant 2017), 

Anton Finger (Bronce Medal U23 WC 2018), Moritz 

Wolf (European Junior Champion 2017, 2018 and 

Vice-World Champion 2017), Maximilian Korge 

(Olympic Games participant 2016), Janek Downes 

(Junior WC participant 2016), St. Moritz Lauter 

(helmsman) 

 

2. Protagonists / Role: 

- Karl Schulze, BRC athlete 

 
 

 

3. Shooting- and Interview plan 

 

Shooting plan 

 

Saturday, 29.09.2018 

 

D-1 If possible, Beauty-Shots of the BRC clubhouse und premises 

  

 

Sunday, 30.09.2018 

 

MC-1  Final preparations at the BRC boat, launch of the boat into the water 

 Start of the regatta (if possible, focussing on the BRC boat) from the raft 

 Capture of atmosphere from the watching crowds 

 Finish (if possible, focussing on the BRC boat) 

 Capture of atmosphere amongst participants, fans and guests on the BRC 

premises 

MC-2  BRC boat: 
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Close-up of athletes with a focus on Karl Schulze 

Long shots/Medium shots of the BRC boat 

 Various different shots of other boats 

D-1  Shots of the general competition with a focus on the BRC boat 

 Shots of possible duels and position battles between various boats 

 Various shot types (different focal lengths and perspectives) representing the 

general development of the regatta 

D-2  Shots of the general competition with a focus on the BRC boat; if possible, 

by showing the Bridge Gienicke 

 Close-ups of the BRC boat 

 Top-shots of duels between individual boats 

 Various shot types (different focal lengths and perspectives) representing the 

general development of the regatta 

  

 

 

Interview plan 

 

Interview Karl Schulze Before the race (in front of the boat) 

What is so special about this regatta? 

What are your feelings and expectations before the race? 

What does it mean to you to participate for the first time in this 

regatta? 

How do you train for such an exceptional regatta? 

 

After the race (in front of the BRC clubhouse) 

What was important during the regatta? 

How would you comment on the end result? 

How was the race for you? 

Which one was the decisive situation? 

 

 

 

4. Structure of the report / Storytelling: 
 

00:00 Various scenes of the regatta in general, at the end focus on the BRC boat 

00:20 Quote of Karl Schulze, BRC: What is so special about this regatta? 

00:40 Final preparations at the morning of the regatta 

Commentary: How does the regatta work, who is participating? 

01:00 Quote of Karl Schulze, BRC: How do you train for such an exceptional regatta? 

01:20 Impressions of the BRC clubhouse and premises (Drone footage) 

Commentary: History of the regatta and the BRC 

01:40 Anecdote of the club's history 

02:00 Start of the race, BRC boat and all other boats 

02:20 Commentary: Meaning of the regatta, participating boats 

02:40 Decisive moments of the regatta 

03:00 Finish 

03:10 Quote of Karl Schulze, BRC: How would you comment on the end result? How 

was the race for you? 
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03:30 Images of the day with music 

03:40 End 
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7.2 Appendix 7.2: Production scenario "Parkour" 

3rd Production scenario: Parkour (DW) 
What makes a freerunner special and successful? To find this out, a team of Deutsche Welle 

accompanies two parkour competitors during their race from start to finish line. Both runners 

are covered for the length of the whole race - via drones. The drones will automatically, 

possibly along with the assistance of GPS modules placed on the runners, track them in the 

field. To give a larger perspective of the race track at any time, a third camera will 

continuously follow the action from a wider angular field and from a bird’s eye perspective. 

 

Pre-production. Because of limited battery capacity, more than three drones are needed to 

handle this job without interruption. To use the drones most efficiently, no more than six 

drones shall be deployable at any time. This means that the software has to ensure that three 

drones are in the air for filming, while the remaining three have their batteries substituted 

with in order to subsequently replace the airborne drones. Thus, six drones are operational at 

any time, ready to swap, if needed. 

The team configures the software as to how many drones will be used during the race and 

what their tasks will be. For this, the dashboard displays the map of the race area, as well as 

KML annotations (e.g. take-off and landing sites, no-fly zones) and the production team 

defines the approximate (reference) trajectory of the athletes.  The director sets the 

cinematographic shooting actions and defines the athletes that should be followed. 

 

 Runners drones: Required Shots 

The software should be able to perform human body detection and tracking and provide 

cinematographically pleasing aerial footage that is adequate for media coverage of the event. 

 

 Race track drone: Required Shots 

In order to allow viewers to maintain a general overview of the race and to understand the 

character of the upcoming obstacles, the software should be able to follow the two 

competitors from a wider angle and at the same time identify the next challenging obstacle 

(as annotated in the planning phase in the supervision station) that they need to tackle. 

During the race, every drone must be able to replace another one automatically (to allow 

battery replacement). Therefore, it has to switch flexibly to the previous position of the drone 

it substitutes. 

All drones must have collision avoidance to avoid collisions with each other, especially since 

the drones manoeuvre close to each other and in limited spaces. 

 

During the race. For legal and security reasons, the consortium will use a location that 

reflects the characteristics and challenges of a Parkour race, but is at the same time in 

adequate distance from inhabited buildings and areas, as well as from uninvolved persons. 

The required software controls the flight of the drones and the parameters of the cameras as it 

was set during the pre-production. Thus, drones and cameras will be able to track their targets 

automatically. Drone operators and camera people can change the flight route and the camera 

parameters manually, if needed. In all cases, it must be possible for the pilot to switch back to 

the original mission. After the race, all drones shall land upon a single command. Such an 

“all down” button is also necessary if anything happens that might cause damages to humans 

or objects (including the drones). 
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7.3 Appendix 7.3: User requirements for parkour scenario 

 

Req Id Name Description Priority 

(1=highest, 

3=lowest) 

Comment 

PAR1 Parkour 

area map 

data ingest 

The system shall be able to 

ingest and manage 

available map data 

regarding the area where 

the Parkour race will be 

performed 

1 E.g. data on length 

and width of are, 

running track, 

obstacles, etc. 

PAR2 Runners 

data ingest 

The system shall be able to 

ingest and manage 

available data regarding 

two selected runners 

2 E.g., runners’ names, 

jersey colour and 

design, photos 

PAR3 Range to be 

covered 

The system shall be 

designed to be able to 

cover a range of 200m 

1  

PAR4 Radio 

localisation 

A radio-based system (or 

alternative technology) for 

localization of target may 

be used to improve 

precision. 

2 Fast, unpredictable 

movements of runners  

PAR5 Mission 

Duration 

The system shall be 

designed to be able to 

cover a duration of 

maximum 10 minutes 

1  
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7.4 Appendix 7.4: Technical component testing and validation 

plan 

7.4.1 Testing and validation of autonomous MULTIDRONE systems 

This section describes the testing and validation metrics for the technical components and 

functionalities that have been developed within WP3. The specific objectives of WP3 were: 

 

 the development of the tools for high-level mission planning; 

 multiple drone formation control and online planning/re-planning during 

shooting/production; 

 ensuring multiple drone safety, robustness and autonomy and 

 the development of an autonomous and reliable multiple drone communication 

infrastructure. 

 

7.4.1.1 Tools for high-level mission planning 

In Section 5 of D2.2, USE evaluated the compliance of the system specifications against the 

user requirements described in D2.1. There, USE described which requirements are related to 

the modules for high-level mission planning. In the following table, we will specify the USE 

testing levels for the fulfilment of each of the requirements before the actual media 

production, as well as how missing ones will be tested.  

 

Category Req. Ids Testing level Comments 

Pre-production PP3, PP4, PP5, PP12, 

PP13 

Tested in simulation 

examples.  

Mock-up scenarios 

will be used for 

further testing.  

Production PR1, PR6, PR7 Only PR7 tested for 

unexpected events 

detection. 

Re-planning will be 

tested with simulation 

examples. 

Scenario specific BR8, CR5, FR5 Tested in simulation 

examples. 

Replacement for 

mission time 

extension will be 

further tested with 

simulation and mock-

up examples. 

Perception. autonomy PAS5, PAS7, PAS8 Tested in simulation 

examples. 

Drone relay will be 

further tested in 

simulation and mock-

up examples.  

 

The requirements above have been tested or will be tested by the planning and execution of 

example missions in simulation or mock-up real scenarios. Additionally, there will be some 

metrics to assess the level of performance for high-level planning.  

 

One of the main impact points of MULTIDRONE is extending the time scale of the missions. 

This will be accomplished by considering drone replacement manoeuvres in the planning of 

the missions. These operations will be tested with some example missions and two metrics 
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will be used to evaluate their performance: the shortest distance between the drones 

exchanging during the replacement; and the elapsed time without shooting target being 

filmed. The first one assesses safety whereas the second one target losses for 

cinematography.  

 

Another impact point of MULTIDRONE is about scalability. To assess scalability, the 

planning time will be measured with respect to the number of drones. Computation time to 

compute plans for larger teams of drones is a good measure to assess the scalability of the 

system. Also, the number of plans computed and validated by the Supervisor will be 

calculated in our mock-up tests to check the compliance with safety requirements. Last, the 

percentage of shooting tasks specified by the Director but not covered by the plans will 

be used to assess the performance of the high-level planning. 

 

7.4.1.2 Multiple drone formation control 

This subsection describes the testing and validation metrics regarding the components that are 

responsible for drone formation control. 

 

The components related to multiple drone formation control and online planning/re-planning 

during shooting/production can be divided as follows: 

 Multiple drone online trajectory generation  

 Drone control for navigation and shooting action execution 

 Gimbal control for navigation and shooting action execution 

 

The navigation and shooting actions selected for implementation are listed below: 

 Navigation actions: 

o Take-off, Land, Go-to-waypoint. 

 Shooting actions: 

o Static, Fly-through, Elevator, Chase/Lead, Flyby, Lateral, Establish, Orbit. 

 

The shooting actions Chase/Lead, Flyby, Lateral, Establish, and Orbit can be executed 

relative to either a virtual target or a real target. In the virtual case, the trajectory of the 

reference to be followed is predefined, whereas with the real target the drone formation must 

follow and execution a shot type relative to a specific target with no predefined trajectory.  

 

To test and validate each of these components, we have decided to adopt the following 

approach: 

 Perform flight tests for each action independently  

 Register and evaluate quantitative performance criteria for each of the three 

functionalities that include: 

o Online trajectory generation: maximum and mean accelerations; path 

curvatures; safety distance enforcement.  

o Drone control: mean squared error between actual and desired drone position; 

time response specifications including settling time and overshoot; assessment 

of disturbance rejection. 

o Gimbal control: mean squared error between actual and desired gimbal 

angular position and between actual and desired target position in image 

plane; time response specifications including settling time and overshoot; 

assessment of disturbance rejection. 
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7.4.1.3 Multiple drone safety, robustness and autonomy 

The MULTIDRONE drone safety, robustness and autonomy systems are described in the 

deliverable D3.4. They comprise of a set of measures implemented in different levels of the 

MULTIDRONE system and during the different phases of pre-production and production.  

 

To be more specific, the safety, robustness and autonomy of the system can be divided into 

the pre-production processes preparation and pre-planning modules, and production safety 

modules and back-up systems. 

 

Some of the measures to enhance safety, robustness and autonomy are parts of the mission 

planning which is described in the section 7.4.1.1. A such, the systems for emergency 

procedures with the aim to have the drones landing to the nearest landing location (Req. Id. 

PP12, PP13) have or will be tested in simulation or real in-flight tests. 

The no flight areas are also included into the pre-planning of the flights.  The definition of 

these no flight zones is a combination of elements such as regulatory needs, avoidance of 

some populated or private areas.  

 

The automated replacement of the drone in case of power shortage has also been tested in 

simulation or will be in real flight as said in the section 7.4.1.1. 

 

In addition to these elements, systems and processes are included in case of a 

MULTIDRONE system issue. Each pilot must be able to take back the control of the drones, 

have access to a Return to Home functionality. 

 

These elements will be tested and validated following methods which depend on their type. 

The software modules have or will be tested on simulation or during test flights. The back-up 

systems or back-up failsafe such as the back-up remote control, will be tested in laboratories 

or mock-up flights. 

 

The performances of the systems will be assessed by their ability to perform what they are 

planned to do for the back-up and failsafe systems. As such, the pilot must be able to have the 

control of the drone when the pilot decides to. The test will provide the answer that this 

switch works or not. In the same spirit, if a drone is equipped with a parachute system, when 

the dedicated remote control is used, it should happen. In the case of the parachute, a light 

simulates the opening of the parachute during the tests. 

 

The other safety systems will be assessed by their technical performance and especially 

operational performance defined in the deliverable D2.1 such as the speed of the analysis and 

the time to provide an answer. 

 

7.4.1.4 Multiple drone communication infrastructure 

This section describes the testing and validation metrics for the multiple drone 

communication infrastructures that have been defined in D2.1. 

 

 

Test case number VS1 Supported encapsulation 

Test location Lab radio links LTE & Wifi bandwidth 20MHZ 

Attenuation fixed (best link)  

Description of The system shall support MPEG-2 TS and RTP encapsulation 
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requirement: 

Bench description One drone com board is connected to the ground station in LTE (attenuation is 

set to have the best quality link). 

Another board is connected in Wifi only to the first board. 

The test is an end-to-end test.  

One computer is connected behind the ground station (BBU) and another one is 

connected behind each drone board. 

An RTP stream (MPEG-2 format) is send from each drone com board computer 

to the ground station computer (Used of VLC software). The stream is red on 

the ground station computer. 

 

 
 

 

Test metrics System support MPEG-2 in LTE? YES NO 

System support RTP in LTE? YES NO 

System support MPEG-2 in Wifi? YES NO 

System support RTP in Wifi? YES NO 
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Test case number VS2 Supported codecs 

Test location Lab radio links LTE & Wifi bandwidth 20MHZ 

Attenuation fixed (best link)  

Description of 

requirement: 
The system shall support MPEG-4 AVC (a.k.a. H.264) video encoding in the 

downlink. 

Bench description One drone com board is connected to the ground station in LTE (attenuation is 

set to have the best quality link). 

Another board is connected in Wifi only to the first board. 

The test is an end-to-end test. 

One computer is connected behind the ground station (BBU) and another one is 

connected behind each drone board. 

A video stream in MPEG-4 AVC format is send from each drone com board 

computer to the ground station computer (Used of VLC software). The streams 

are red on the ground station computer. 

 

 
 
Test metrics System support MPEG-4 AVC in LTE? YES NO 

System support MPEG-4 AVC in Wifi? YES NO 
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Test case number VS3a Supported bitrate 

Test location Lab radio links LTE & Wifi bandwidth 20MHZ 

Attenuation fixed (best link)  

Description of 

requirement: 
The system shall support a bitrate of the encoded video essence of at least 8 

Mbps and up until 12 Mbps per stream 

Bench description One drone com board is connected to the ground station in LTE (attenuation is 

set to have the best quality link). 

Another board is connected in Wifi only to the first board. 

The test is an end-to-end test.  

One computer is connected behind the ground station (BBU) and another one is 

connected behind each drone board. 

A data 12Mbps stream with Iperf tool is performed (uplink side):  

- from the LTE com Board to the ground station 

- then, from the wifi com board to the ground station through the LTE com 

board 

- thirdly, from the wifi com board to the ground station through the LTE com 

board+ from the LTE com board to the ground station. 

  

 

 
 
test metrics LTE link support 12Mbps bitrate? YES NO 

Wifi link support 12Mbps bitrate? YES NO 

LTE link support 24Mbps bitrate? (2 streams) YES NO 
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Test case number VS3b Supported encapsulation 

Test location Lab radio links LTE & Wifi bandwidth 20MHZ 

Attenuation in the air + variable  

Description of 

requirement: 
The system shall support a bitrate of the encoded video essence of at least 8 

Mbps and up until 12 Mbps per stream. 

Bench description One drone com board is connected to the ground station in LTE (attenuation is 

configurable to reduce the quality of the link). 

Another board is connected in Wifi only to the first board. 

The test is an end-to-end test.  

One computer is connected behind the ground station (BBU) and another one is 

connected behind each drone board. 

A 100Mbps data stream with Iperf tool is performed (uplink side):  

- from the LTE com Board to the ground station 

- then, from the wifi com board to the ground station through the LTE com 

board 

A double 50mbps data stream with Iperf tool is performed (uplink side): 

- From the wifi com board to the ground station through the LTE com board+ 

from the LTE com board to the ground station. 

 

The attenuation is increased (see table below) and the bitrates are red for each 

attenuation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attenuation 

90 

90 

93 

96 

99 

102 

103 

105 

108 

111 

114 

117 

120 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

131 

133 

134 

135 
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Tests metrics 

 
 

 

 

 

Test case number VS4 Supported resolution 

Test location NA radio links NA bandwidth NA 

Attenuation NA  

Description of 

requirement: 
The system shall support full HD resolution (1920x1080) as per Rec. ITU-R BT 

709. 

Bench description Not Applicable (video resolution is not part of a communication test). 
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Test case number VS5 & CTRL1 Maximum latency 

Test location Lab radio links LTE ONLY bandwidth 20MHZ 

Attenuation variable  

Description of 

requirement: 
VS5 : The system shall present a maximum end-to-end one way video latency1 

of 100 ms 

 

CTRL1: The system shall present a maximum control latency of 100 ms 
Bench description One drone com board is linked to the LTE ground station with a variable 

attenuator. 

The LTE link is divided in 5 bearers with 4 of them link to a DSCP tag (Quality 

of Service). 

Each bearer has (following the QoS standard) a maximum latency (aka: the 

LTE station will always try to never overtake this latency value) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tests metrics 

attenuation 
latency DL------------------------------ latency UL----------------------------- 

QCI 9 QCI 5 QCI 2 QCI 3 QCI 7 QCI 9 QCI 5 QCI 2 QCI 3 QCI 7 

90                     

108                     

125                     

133                     

134                     

135                     

 

 

 

 

 attenuation 

90 

108 

125 

133 

134 

135 

Abstract of QoS standard 

bearer QCI priority max packet delay max packet error loss service 

2 4 150 10
-3

 ROS 

3 3 50 10
-3

 nav cam 

5 1 100 10
-6

 telemetry 

7 7 100 10
-3

 NTP 

9 9 300 10
-6

 Best effort (media cam) 
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Test case number VS5 & CTRL1 Maximum latency 

Test location Lab radio links WIFI ONLY bandwidth 20MHZ 

Attenuation variable  

Description of 

requirement: 
VS5 : The system shall present a maximum end-to-end one way video latency1 

of 100 ms 

 

CTRL1: The system shall present a maximum control latency of 100 ms 
Bench description Test case 1: 2 Com boards related in Wifi (RF cable + mesh mode). 

Attenuation is increased with one data stream of 12mbps and a ping test. 

Latency is red during the test for each attenuation value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tests metrics 

 

attenuation 
latency DL latency UL 

wifi link 

90     

108     

125     

133     

134     

135     

 

  

 attenuation 

90 

108 

125 

133 

134 

135 
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Test case number VS5 & CTRL1 Maximum latency 

Test location Lab radio links WIFI + LTE bandwidth 20MHZ 

Attenuation variable  

Description of 

requirement: 
VS5 : The system shall present a maximum end-to-end one way video latency1 

of 100 ms 

 

CTRL1: The system shall present a maximum control latency of 100 ms 
Bench description Test case 2:  2 Com boards related in Wifi and one board connected to the LTE 

ground station (wifi in the air + mesh mode + LTE with RF cables). Attenuation 

is increased with one data stream of 12mbps from the UE2 to the ground station 

and a ping test. Latency is red during the test for each attenuation value. 

Test done with and without QoS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test metrics 

attenuation 
latency DL latency UL 

wifi +LTE links 

90     

108     

125     

133     

134     

135     

 

attenuation 
latency DL latency UL----------------------------- 

QCI 9 QCI 5 QCI 2 QCI 3 QCI 7 QCI 9 QCI 5 QCI 2 QCI 3 QCI 7 

90                     

108                     

125                     

133                     

134                     

135                     

 attenuation 

90 

108 

125 

133 

134 

135 
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7.4.2 Testing and validation of Multidrone active perception and AV 

shooting functionalities 

This section describes the testing and validation metrics for the multiple drone perception 

functionalities that have been developed in WP4. The specific focus of WP4 was on: 

 

 Adaptable/distributed/incremental/approximate semantic/3D world modelling; 

 Localisation and tracking for intelligent AV shooting techniques and 

 Visual information analysis. 

 

7.4.2.1 Adaptable/distributed/incremental/approximate semantic/3D world modelling 

The Semantic Map Manager node provides two types of semantic annotations: 1) Static 

annotations in Keyhole Markup Language (KML) format that are computed before executing 

a mission. These are geo-localized features that augment the Geometric Map with semantic 

information. 2) Dynamic annotations that are derived during the execution of a mission, in 

the form of polygons which indicate the crowd gathered location. 

 

The evaluation metrics that could be used for evaluating its operational performance can be 

grouped in two categories: 

 

1) Processing speed metrics. 

 Node-Induced Latency: It is the time interval between an input ROS message is 

received by the Semantic Map Manager and the corresponding output ROS message 

is published. The processing speed can be inferred offline/after the experiment, by 

inspecting module-specific log files. 

 Output Frequency:  The Semantic Map Manager must publish messages of dynamic 

annotations in frequency of at least 1 Hz. This frequency is measured on-line by 

listening to the topic “/visual_analysis/ dynamic_map_annotations” of node 

semantic_map_manager_merger with the command “rostopic hz 

/visual_analysis/dynamic_map_annotations”. 

 

2) Semantic annotation performance. Can only be measured offline, after the experiment is 

conducted. Two evaluation modes will be employed: 

 An objective evaluation on a sample of the material corresponding to a sufficient 

number of video frames, using ground-truth information might be attempted. Since 

this ground truth refers to the geolocation of crowds, creating it entails that someone 

from each “crowd” shall bear a GPS-enabled device and record its position. Such an 

approach can be applied only in the mock-up productions. Provided that such 

information can be obtained, the relevant metric to be used will be F-Measure, 

computed by estimating whether the ground truth positions of the crowd centres fall 

within the predicted area annotations. 

 

A subjective evaluation on a sample of the material using M subjects, without ground-truth 

information, as there is the capability to visualize the semantic map polygons. These subjects 

will be independently shown the module results (the semantically annotated map) and the 

original video files. Then, they will be asked to rate the results in terms of their perceived 
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quality, along a scale graded the following way: poor (0% - 40%), fair (40% - 60%), good 

(60% - 75%), very good (75% - 90%) and excellent (90% - 100%). 

 

7.4.2.2 Localisation and tracking for intelligent AV shooting techniques 

We measure the quality of the 2D Visual Information Analysis module by weighing the target 

tracking accuracy versus the processing speed. As the respective modules are executed on-

board the drone on a Jetson TX2 system, the processing speed is limited by the system's 

specifications, inhibiting the use of heavyweight, more sophisticated trackers. 

 

The evaluation metrics to be used for evaluating the module’s operational performance are 

divided in two categories: 

 

1) Processing speed metrics.  

 Node-Induced Latency: It is the time interval between an input ROS message (i.e., 

video frame) is received by the 2D Visual Information Analysis and the 

corresponding output ROS message is published. The processing speed can be 

inferred offline/after the experiment, by inspecting module-specific log files. 

 Output frequency: The output frequency or processed frames per second (FPS) is 

a metric denoting how many input video frames can be processed by the tracking 

system in one second. This can be extracted on-line via ROS, as the frequency of 

publication in the “[ns]/drone_X/visual_analysis/target_position_2d” topic, where the 

2D Visual Information Analysis module outputs its results. The upper limit to this 

frequency is 25 FPS, i.e., the frequency of publication in the input camera topic. As 

soon as an image message is received, 2D Visual Information Analysis processes it 

and outputs a bounding box for each target. 

 

2) 2D visual information analysis performance. It can only be measured offline, after the 

experiment is conducted. Two evaluation modes will be employed: 

 An objective evaluation on a sample of the material corresponding to a sufficient 

number of video frames, according to ground-truth information which is going to be 

manually created in post-production for the collected video material. Typical tracking 

metrics can be employed, such as the Intersection-over-Union (IoU) or the 

Euclidean distance between the ground-truth and predicted positions of the target, 

over a video sequence. IoU-based metrics are less forgiving than Euclidean distance 

based ones, as the latter are not influenced by the target's size, but only from its 

position (i.e., its bounding box's center coordinates). Because of the long-term nature 

of the experimental scenarios, arising from the need to follow a target for thousands 

of consecutive frames, it is important to include a distance-based metric, which is still 

significant and summarizes the effect of visual tracking on the overall target tracking 

performance (visual and GPS-based).  

 

A subjective evaluation on a sample of the material using M subjects, without ground-truth 

information. These subjects will be independently shown the module results (the tracked 

target ROIs) upon the original video files. Then, they will be asked to rate the results in terms 

of their perceived quality, along a scale graded the following way: poor (0% - 40%), fair 

(40% - 60%), good (60% - 75%), very good (75% - 90%) and excellent (90% - 100%). 
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7.4.2.3 Visual information analysis 

The Visual Semantic Analyzer ROS module will detect the occurrence of crowds in a video 

frame sampled by the shooting camera of a specific drone and will generate corresponding 

probability heatmaps. 

The evaluation metrics employed for assessing the module’s performance can be clustered in 

two categories: 

1) Processing speed metrics. 

 Node-Induced Latency: It is the time interval between an input ROS message is 

received by the Visual Semantic Analyzer and the corresponding output ROS 

message is published. The processing speed can be inferred offline/after the 

experiment, by inspecting module-specific log files. 

  Output frequency: Higher is better. The Visual Semantic Analyzer must publish 

messages of crowd prediction heatmaps in frequency greater than 1 Hz. This 

frequency is measured by listening to the topic 

“drone_X/visual_analysis/crowd_heatmap” of node crowd_node with the command 

“rostopic hz drone_X/visual_analysis/crowd_heatmap”. 

 

2) Crowd detection performance. It can only be measured offline, after the experiment is 

conducted. Two evaluation modes will be employed: 

 An objective evaluation on a sample of the material corresponding to a sufficient 

number of video frames. Manual annotation of crowd areas in every video frame is 

needed to take place in post-production, in order to evaluate crowd detection 

performance. As in the module from Task T4.2, IoU (Intersection-over-Union) is the 

relevant metric of choice.  

 

A subjective evaluation on a sample of the material using M subjects, without ground-truth 

information. These subjects will be independently shown the module results (the crowd 

heatmaps) and the original video files. Then, they will be asked to rate the results in terms of 

their perceived quality, along a scale graded the following way: poor (0% - 40%), fair (40% - 

60%), good (60% - 75%), very good (75% - 90%) and excellent (90% - 100%). 

 

 

7.4.3 Technical testing and validation of the integrated MULTIDRONE 

system 

This section describes the testing and validation metrics for the integrated MULTIDRONE 

system that was delivered within WP5. The specific focus of WP5 was on: 

 

 Drone platform implementation; 

 Ground infrastructure implementation; 

 Development of human-in-the-loop HCI/HRI tools and the 

 Final overall MULTIDRONE system integration and maintenance 

 

The testing and validation metrics in this section only refer to technical validation of the 

MULTIDRONE system. The qualitative testing and validation metrics will be described in 

Section 3.2. 
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7.4.3.1 Drone platform implementation 

Part of the implementation process was recurring and frequent testing and validation of all 

involved software and hardware modules and components. The details of this testing and 

validation process have been described in D5.1 and will be updated in D5.5. 

 

7.4.3.2 Ground infrastructure implementation 

This section refers to the requirements below that have been defined in section 5.4.1 of 

deliverable D2.1. 

  

Req Id  Name  Description  Priority 

(1=highest, 

3=lowest)  

Comment  

GIG1  Manageability 

with current 

moving 

equipment  

The system shall 

be designed to be 

manageable from 

within a standard 

broadcast 

moving facility 

(OB Van)  

1  The front end 

platform shall be 

easily 

accommodated 

in an OB Van  

GIG2  Movability 

during shooting 

mission  

The backend 

drone platform 

should be easily 

moved from one 

location to 

another during 

the shooting 

mission  

1  The backend 

drone platform 

could be 

installed on a 

separate, smaller 

vehicle than the 

OB Van  

GIG3  No interference  All radio-based  

communications 

between the 

system’s 

components shall 

not interfere with 

existing 

infrastructure’s 

communication  

 

1  GIG3  

 

The ground station (backend and front end platforms) has been designed as a reduced set of 

computers with a GPS RTK base station and a LTE/4G base station, all being integrated in a 

small truck (from Thales). The next two pictures highlight this fully autonomous ground 

station in the sense that no additional infrastructure is needed for LTE/4G, GPS and 

electricity; electricity is provided by the truck, GPS corrections are provided to the drones by 

the GPS base station and LTE/4G base station includes a core network that makes the 

solution fully independent from public operators. Because of the truck, the ground station is 

also fully moveable from one location to another; the ground station is compliant with 

requirements GG1 and GG2. 
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Figure 17: Mobile ground station integrated in a truck (MERCEDES VITO) 

Regarding requirement GG3, Thales has chosen LTE frequency band 38 (around 2.6 Ghz) 

that has been reserved recently to mobile professional radio communications in France; this 

choice was made according to the initial hypothesis of field experimentations managed in 

France. Since then, the experimentations will finally occur in Germany. To manage 

requirement GG3, Thales will execute during summer 2019 a frequency bands usage analysis 

with a spectrum analyser on both experimentation locations; this analysis allows to find out 

the usage of the frequency bands, then to tune the transmission power and adjust the 

frequency carrier used within the frequency band; In parallel Thales will discuss with 

German authorities and asks the permission to use this frequency band for the time of the 

experimentations. 

 

7.4.3.3 Development of human-in-the-loop HCI/HRI tools 

 

The Director’s Dashboard 

The MULTIDRONE Director’s dashboard is the key component interfacing the directors and 
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their teams with the overall MULTIDRONE system. The design of the dashboard has been 

done adopting a top-down approach, starting from the detailed analysis of the requirements, 

documented in Deliverables D2.1 and D5.3, the functional design and data model, 

documented in Deliverable D5.3, and the final development phase closed at M24. 

Nowadays several drone applications there exist. These apps, free or paid, are aimed at 

supporting photographers, video makers, photogrammetrists and other professional profiles 

during their activities. Relevant features are represented by drone mapping, geo-fencing and 

flight logging. However, they are thought and implemented for a single drone flight and 

shooting. At the time of writing of this deliverable there is not any direct comparison with 

those tools, and therefore is impossible to define comparative metrics w.r.t. state of the art. 

The evaluation will be therefore accomplished following a more qualitative approach, i.e. 

evaluating on the field whether or not the dashboard in its entirety is supporting the workflow 

and at what level of efficiency. In order to achieve this, the idea is to prepare and administer a 

controlled questionnaire, including a set of questions related to a series of functional and non-

functional aspects that the dashboard is supposed to cover as an application, namely: 

 

 adequate overall user experience;  

 clearness of presentation of the underlying conceptual / data model; 

 relevance and functionality of input forms; 

 functionality of the shooting action planning map; 

 interaction with the MULTIDRONE backend in the planning phase;  

 interaction with the MULTIDRONE backend in the execution phase; 

 

and a series of questions related to the relevance of the component in the overall production 

workflow, namely: 

 

 support of pre-production decisional phases; 

 completeness of the information model w.r.t. the addressed production domain; 

 support in live production; 

 

The target of the questionnaire will be twofold: on the one hand it will be proposed to the 

editorial crew taking part in the experimentations, on the other hand it will be proposed to 

those key partners’ technical members capable of properly assess the contribution of the 

dashboard to the overall process. 
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7.5 Appendix 7.5: Structure of usability questionnaire 

This appendix shows a first and preliminary draft structure of the Usability Questionnaire. 

This questionnaire will be adapted and finalised later in summer 2019, taking into account the 

status of technical development as well as experiences from future pilot training sessions. 

 

MULTIDRONE - Usability Evaluation (Draft structure) 

 

General Information 

 

Have you participated in the experimental media production as a 

 Director 

 Camera person 

 Pilot 

 Other 

 

Professional User Test 

During the MULTIDRONE experimental media production, you have participated in the 

planning and execution of a number of exemplary shooting missions. Please answer to the 

following questions based on your experiences: 

 

Mission Planning: 

You were able to use the MULTIDRONE platform for planning individual missions 

 

Questions: 

 Mission planner:  

The Mission planner was useful for preparing the production. 

 1 2 3 - n/a 

 ...  

 
Mission execution: 

You have used the MULTIDRONE platform in order to execute a number of exemplary 

shooting missions. Please answer the following questions: 

 

General performance: 
a) The missions could be completed successfully 

1 2 3 - n/a 

b) ... 

 
Target following: 

a) The drones followed their targets accurately 

1 2 3 - n/a 

b) ... 

 

Manual control: 

a) You were able to take over manual control at any time? 

1 2 3 - n/a 

b) ... 

 

No mutual shooting 
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a) The drones did not shoot each other? 

1 2 3 - n/a 

b) ... 

 

Defined flight patterns 

 

a) The drones were able to fly along predefined patterns? 

1 2 3 - n/a 

b) ... 

 

Orbit 

 

a) The camera was able to shoot a scene with the gimbal slowly rotating? 

1 2 3 - n/a 

b) ... 

 

Stable drone flight 

... 

 

Emergency handling 

... 

 

Further remarks? 

Please write down any further remarks and suggestions you might have. 

 

 

  

Overall assessment and feedback 

 

Effectiveness 

 

I was able to successfully complete the exemplary shooting mission. 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 

3 - Strongly agree 

 

I could complete the exemplary shooting mission on the first attempt. 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 

3 - Strongly agree 

 

I could complete the exemplary shooting mission without external assistance. 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 

3 - Strongly agree 

 

I did not notice any persistent errors while using the platform. 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 
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3 - Strongly agree 

 

 
 

Efficiency 

 

It did not take me a lot of time to understand the MULTIDRONE platform and learn 

about its functionalities. 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 

3 - Strongly agree 

 

The MULTIDRONE platform was easy to use and the main functionalities were easy to 

operate. 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 

3 - Strongly agree 

 

It did not take me a lot of time to perform the exemplary shooting mission compared to 

my current method of handling similar missions. 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 

3 - Strongly agree 

 

It did not take a lot of time to perform the exemplary shooting mission compared to the 

use of alternative tools that I have already used (e.g. normal camera equipment or 

consumer drones). 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 

3 - Strongly agree 

 

 
Satisfaction 

 

I felt in control when I used MULTIDRONE platform. 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 

3 - Strongly agree 

 

It made me more productive when I used MULTIDRONE for executing the exemplary 

shooting mission. 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 

3 - Strongly agree 

 

The use of MULTIDRONE was overall a satisfying experience. 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 

3 - Strongly agree 
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The MULTIDRONE dashboard is intuitive and easy to use. 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 

3 - Strongly agree 

 

I would recommend MULTIDRONE to a colleague or a friend. 

1 - Strongly disagree 

2 

3 - Strongly agree 

 

 
Further remarks? 

Please write down any further remarks and suggestions you might have. 
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7.6 Appendix 7.6: Drone Manual for Broadcasters (DW Version) 

Drone journalism and the use of camera drones in DW productions 

Drone-Manual 

 

1. Introduction 

 
It is the purpose of this manual to facilitate the use of camera drones in DW productions in a 

safe and successful manner. The use of camera drones broadens the editorial portfolio, for 

instance by 

 establishing new camera perspectives and a new kind of cinematography, 

 enabling access to locations that are not accessible by common production 

technology, 

 saving production costs (e.g. for a helicopter). 

 

The top priority when using camera drones is the safety of uninvolved third parties as well as 

DW staff. Humans should under no circumstances be put to risk. If any danger occurs during 

production, the operation needs to be aborted immediately.  

 

This manual names and describes a number of essential requirements that users need to 

observe when flying drones. These include (to name just a few) 

 the pilot's formal qualification, 

 knowledge about the relevant drone and aviation laws as well as other regulatory 

requirements, 

 regular technical checks of drone and camera, 

 the observation of weather conditions. 

Furthermore, DW staff should always take into account that many people are sceptical about 

or even scared by the deployment of drones. These reservations should be taken serious - 

even if the actual operation is legally permitted. 

 

The manual only refers to the use of camera drones within Germany. Drone regulations in 

other countries sometimes diverge considerably from the legal situation in Germany and 

should be carefully checked before any drone operation. First information can be found here 

(in German): https://my-road.de/drohnen-gesetze-weltweit/ 
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2. 10 most important rules 

 
The following list summarises the ten most important rules for the use of camera drones in 

DW productions. Please take into account that this list is not conclusive and will be further 

elaborated throughout this manual. 

1. The safety of DW staff and third parties, especially their physical integrity shall under 

no circumstances be put to risk. 

2. The pilot is solely responsible for the operation of the drone. Other DW staff, 

including directors and editors, are obliged to respect the pilot's decisions (including 

the decision to alter or abort the mission). 

3. The pilot needs to present a drone pilot license if the drone has a payload of more than 

2 kg. 

4. The operation of drones with a payload of less than 5 kg outside of restricted-flight 

zones does not require any official authorisation. However, the owners of the 

premises where the drone takes off and where it lands need to consent. 

5. The flight conditions and the surrounding area need to be examined before each 

operation. This refers to eventual obstacles and other risks, weather conditions as well 

as to legal flight restrictions (e.g. no-fly zones). It also includes a thorough check of 

the technical equipment as well as an assessment of whether the pilot is fit to fly. 

6. Drones with a payload of up to 5 kg are only allowed the be operated within the pilot's 

visual line of sight. 

7. It is forbidden to approach human gatherings of more than 12 people by more than 

100 meters. 

8. It is forbidden to approach sensitive facilities (such as power plants, government 

buildings, conservation areas, motorways) by more than 100 meters. 

9. It is forbidden to fly over residential properties unless the owner(s) has/have given 

their prior consent. 

10. It is forbidden to operate drones during night-time without prior official authorisation. 
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3. Flight skills and internal training 

 
Only DW staff that has been instructed and trained accordingly and that has been cleared in 

writing by the responsible DW department is allowed to operate DW camera drones. 

In case of a payload of more than 2 kg, the pilot is obliged to present an official drone pilot 

license. This license is issued by specially authorised institutions and requires knowledge 

about  

 the operation and navigation of drones, 

 the relevant aviation regulations and the airspace management structure, 

 meteorology. 

The specific requirements for the training and the respective examination are provided by the 

German Federal Aviation Authority ("Luftfahrtbundesamt"). A number of private institutions 

such as the German Unmanned Aviation Association (UAV Dach e.V., 

http://www.uavdach.org) is entitled to carry out training and organise exams for acquiring the 

pilot license. 

  

http://www.uavdach.org/
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4. Legal framework  

 

4.1. Aviation law  
In 2017, the German state has issued a new regulation regarding the operation of unmanned 

aerial vehicles. According to this regulation, the use of drones in DW productions needs to 

comply with the following key legal requirements: 

1. Drones with a payload of less than 5 kg do not require any official authorisation. 

Payload is the combined weight of the drone and its load (e.g. camera). 

2. The operation of drones with a payload from 5 kg to 10 kg can be based on a general 

authorisation by the responsible authorities.  The operation of drones with a payload 

of 10 kg to 25 kg requires an individual authorisation for each mission. 

3. The operation of drones with a payload of more than 2 kg requires that the pilot is 

able to present an official drone pilot license. This license is issued by specially 

authorised institutions. 

4. Drones with a payload of less than 5 kg are only allowed to be operated within the 

visual line of sight unless the responsible authority has issued special permission. 

Optical aids such as screens, binoculars or VR goggles are not sufficient. 

5. Operations during night-time with any kind of drones can only be performed on the 

basis of an individual authorisation and under observation of strict safety 

requirements. 

6. It is forbidden 

a) to operate drones more than 100 metres above ground; 

b) to operate drones above residential properties unless the owner(s) has/have given 

their prior consent; 

c) to operate drones above or less than 100 metres from 

 human gatherings of more than 12 individuals; 

 accident sides, hazardous areas and other operational locations of authorities or 

security forces; 

 hospital borders; 

 federal motorways, federal waterways and railways unless the responsible 

institution has explicitly agreed before the operation; 

 mobile facilities and troops of the army during official manoeuvres and 

exercises; 

d) to operate drones above natural reserves and national parks; 

e) to operate drones above or less than 100 metres from the borders of industrial 

plants, penitentiaries and the like, military complexes and organisations as well as 

facilities for the generation and distribution of energy/electricity, unless the 

responsible institution has explicitly agreed before the operation; 

f) to operate drones above or less than 100 metres from the sites of constitutional 

bodies of Germany or the German states, highest and high federal and state 

authorities, diplomatic or consular missions or of international organisations, 

unless the responsible institution has explicitly agreed before the operation; 

g) to operate drones above or less than 100 metres from premises of the police or 

other security agencies, unless the responsible institution has explicitly agreed 

before the operation; 

7. In substantiated individual cases, the responsible authorities are entitled to issue 

exceptional permissions regarding these bans on operation. The responsible authority 

is the aviation authority of the state where the drone operation will take place. 

8. Drones with a payload of more than 0,25 kg are shall bear a fireproof badge 
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identifying the name and the address of the drone's owner. 

 

4.2. Copyright law, press law and privacy law 
The operation of drones for the purpose of media production needs to comply with the usual 

requirements regarding copyright law, press law as well as privacy and other personality 

rights that journalists need to observe in production. 

Due to the range of drones and the possibility to penetrate very private personal areas, 

DW staff is obliged to always operate drones with a high level of sensitivity and 

responsibility. 

 

4.3 Copyright law in particular 
One particularity of copyright law requires special attention: The filming of buildings or 

monuments that are protected by copyright can be permitted, 

 if the building/monument can be considered as a "minor accessory" of the 

image/video that is not focused on and only depicted "on occasion"; 

 if the building/monument is depicted for the purpose of reporting current news affairs; 

 if the media production is specifically dealing with and referring to this 

building/monument so that the depiction can be based on the "right of citation".  

If none of these requirements are fulfilled, images/videos of protected buildings/monuments 

can also be based on the so-called freedom of panorama. According to the freedom of 

panorama, it is permissible to reproduce, distribute and make available to the public works 

located permanently in public roads and ways or in public open spaces. In the case of 

buildings, this authorisation shall only extend to the façade. The important restriction is that 

this privilege only refers to the view of the building/monument that is accessible for everyone 

(so-called "passer-by perspective"). Other perspectives, such as the filming of a 

building/monument that is protected by copyright law from the roof of a neighbouring house, 

from a crane or a camera drone generally requires the approval by the copyright owner 

(normally the architect). It is also important to note that the freedom of panorama privilege 

varies from country to country. French copyright law for instance, does not allow for 

professional and profit-driven usage of videos/images of protected buildings/monuments. 

These national restrictions and particularities need to be researched and taken into account 

when planning the production. 
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5. Insurances 
 

Drone owners are obliged to take out third party liability insurance. A private liability 

insurance is not sufficient. Each drone that was acquired by DW needs to be insured via the 

DW legal department before usage. This insurance requires the following information: 

 Manufacturer: e.g. DJI 

 Type: e.g. Mavic Pro 

 Maximum payload: e.g. 1,5 kg 

 Serial number: please read off the drone itself. 
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6. Drone flights in practice 

 

6.1. Lead pilot 
It is of outmost importance to regulate responsibilities of all persons who are involved in DW 

productions with drones. The "Lead pilot" is entitled to make the final decision in any given 

circumstances. The Lead pilot is responsible for checking whether the drone is ready to fly, 

e.g. that official flight permissions have been issued and that the drone itself is technically fit 

to fly. The Lead pilot also supervises the flight of the drone itself. Editorial staff is 

responsible for making content decisions (e.g. what to film when and how) but the Lead pilot 

is entitled to make the final decision on all flight operations. His/her main task is to guarantee 

the safety of all involved production staff as well as of third parties. It is subject to the Lead 

pilot's own discretion whether - in case of any risks - the production needs to be stopped 

temporarily or cancelled altogether. 

 

6.2. Production planning 
Editorial staff is responsible for choosing the topic, the location and all storytelling aspects 

regarding the production. Editorial staff will also check whether the shooting location is in or 

close to a no-fly-zone any whether any other (legal) restrictions need to be observed (e.g. 

high-voltage power lines, windmills or similar facilities). 

Editorial staff initiates the application for the necessary permissions and approvals. In 

particular, it is always necessary to obtain the approval of the owner of the plots from where 

the drone takes off and where it lands. The same refers to the plots of residential areas that 

the drone is supposed to fly over. 

Editorial staff is also responsible for obtaining the necessary permissions from the aviation 

authorities if the production is supposed to take place in flight-restricted areas or no-fly-

zones: 

https://www.drohnen.de/12114/aufstiegsgenehmigung-beantragen-infos-und-links-zu-

luftfahrtbehoerden/ 

The following map might prove useful for examining the chosen flight area: 

https://map2fly.flynex.de/  

It is recommended to involve the Lead pilot in the selection and the assessment of the 

shooting location, in the production planning and the examination of flight restrictions and 

other legal aspects as soon as possible. 

 

Note: Permissions from aviation authorities and other institutions generally require a 

processing time of up to two weeks. 

 

  

https://www.drohnen.de/12114/aufstiegsgenehmigung-beantragen-infos-und-links-zu-luftfahrtbehoerden/
https://www.drohnen.de/12114/aufstiegsgenehmigung-beantragen-infos-und-links-zu-luftfahrtbehoerden/
https://map2fly.flynex.de/
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6.3. Immediate flight preparation 
The Lead pilot is responsible for the immediate flight preparation. On the basis of the 

following checklist, the Lead pilot will examine whether the drone(s) and the involved pilots 

are fit to fly. He/she will also check specific flight requirements as well as all other aspects 

that are relevant for the safety of the operation. 

 

6.3.1. Before departure 

 

Topic Action point 

Batteries (drone) Charge 

Batteries (remote control) Charge 

Propellers  Check bayonet fittings 

Drone frame Check and tighten screws if necessary 

Motor mount Check and tighten screws if necessary 

Emergency protocols Check return to home functionality 

iPhone/iPad (DJI) Charge and update Apps. 

Firmware Check update 

Camera (mounting) Check and tighten screws if necessary 

Camera (batteries) Charge 

Camera (memory card) Check, erase and format if necessary 

Camera lenses Check and clean 

Drone equipment case Check content (e.g. spare parts, replacement batteries, cables) 

Airspace 
Check airspace map for no-fly-zones and other important 

aspects 

Weather Check weather forecast 

Video Check resolution, framerate and camera settings 
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6.3.2. On location 

 
The Lead pilot will start flight preparations on location only after having verified that the 

necessary permissions have been granted. 

Topic Action point 

Weather Check actual weather conditions on location 

Wind Check wind direction and velocity 

Airspace Examine airspace visually for any risks and dangers 

RC connection Check RC connection 

Drone fit to fly Final check of drone 

Satellite connection Check connection with at least 8 satellites 

Sensors 
Activate sensors (or deactivate in case of a 360° production); 

clean sensors if necessary. 

Remote control Check master/slave coupling 

Batteries Mount and check coupling 

Gimbal Remove cover and release clamp 

Propellers Mount and check 

Return to Home  Check environment and set up RTH 

Gimbal-Responsiveness Check and set up 

Take of zone Ensure safety distance of involved staff and third parties 

Emergency protocol, loss of 

contact 
Check RTH set-up 

Memory cards Insert 

RC display 
Check for error messages (e.g. regarding compass 

calibration). 
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6.4. Flight operation 

 

6.4.1. Normal flight 

 

Topic Action point 

Stable hovering 
Check RC levers and manoeuvrability; land immediately in 

case of problems. 

Faulty navigation Land and re-calibrate compass 

Camera Check camera manoeuvrability 

Flight mode Change flight modes only when drone is hovering 

Batteries Lead pilot frequently checks charging status 

Flight parameters 
Lead pilot permanently checks flight data and parameters 

(e.g. altitude) 

Empty batteries (Alarm) Immediate return to home 

Change batteries Lead pilot changes batteries 

Landing Keep landing zone clear, no landing on sloping terrain  
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6.4.2. Emergency measures during flight 

 

Topic Action point 

Weather change 
In case of sudden weather deterioration (rain, thunderstorms, 

hail) immediate return to home. 

Loss of connection 

Turn remote control off and on; 

 If connection is re-established, land drone immediately; 

 If connection is not re-established, check whether "Return-

to-home" functionality is activated; 

 Remove batteries immediately after landing. 

Drone out of sight 

 Lead pilot informs all involved parties that drone is 

outside the visual line of sight; 

 Lead pilot tries to reverse and fly back; 

 If drone cannot be spotted, the Lead pilot will activate 

„Return-to-home” button. 

Loss of engine power 
 Lead pilot informs all involved parties; 

 Lead pilot tries to land drone immediately in a safe area. 
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6.5. After the flight 

 

Topic Action point 

Batteries Remove batteries 

Remote control Switch off and remove battery 

Engine control Check whether engine is overheated 

Camera Switch off 

Memory cards Remove and store safely 

Propellers Check for damages 

Frame Check for damages 

Gimbal Check for damages 

Flight records Store Flight records  

Logbook 
Fill in flight data and special occurrences, especially 

emergency measures. 

 

Note: The "Operations Manual" provided by the Drone Journalism Lab of the College of 

Journalism and Mass Communications at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln was consulted 

for these checklists. 
 
 


